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Unit 18
Directions: Complete the puzzle. Write the word from this unit that fits each Across and Down clue.

Across
2. opposite of ancient
4. She fanned the tiny _____ into a roaring fire.
6. Her answers were too _____ to give us any information.
10. We watched as the _____ of the two cells began to split.
11. short and sudden
13. A volcano’s _____ is a spectacular sight.
14. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle is a famous _____ writer.
15. the center of a cell

Down
1. a review of the past
3. in sports, the opposite of professional
5. simple and fundamental
7. easily burned
8. Write a _____ of a pizza using all five senses.
9. an assumption or guess
12. I sent my uncle a _____ of roses.
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